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Introduction to User Stories












Presentation by: Mike Cohn
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The technique of expressing requirements as user stories is one of the most broadly applicable techniques introduced by the agile processes. User stories are an effective approach on all time-constrained projects, and are a great way to begin introducing a bit of agility to your projects.

In this session, we look at how to identify and write good user stories. The presentation describes the six attributes that good stories should exhibit and presents 13 guidelines for writing better stories. We will explore how user "role modeling" can help when gathering a project's initial stories.

Because requirements touch all job functions on a development project, this tutorial will be equally suited for analysts, customers, testers, programmers, managers or anyone involved in a software development project. By the end of this tutorial, you will leave knowing the six attributes of a good story, learn a good format for writing most user stories, learn practical techniques for gathering user stories, know how much work to do up-front and how much to do just-in-time.
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Definition of Ready: What It Is and Why Its Dangerous


This post explains how to use a Definition of Ready successfully and avoid it becoming a first step …
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User Story Template: What It Is and Why It Works So Well


The standard “As a...I...so that…” user story template is a way of expressing product backlog …




Apr 25, 2023
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User Stories: How to Create Story Maps


Story maps help to create a shared understanding of the product, visualize user needs, and elicit …




Mar 14, 2023
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How to Run a Successful User Story Writing Workshop


What you need to know to conduct a story-writing workshop with your team.




Feb 28, 2023
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What Are Agile Story Points?


Story points are perhaps the most misunderstood topic in agile. Story points are not based on just …
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Non-functional Requirements as User Stories


When writing user stories, how should agile teams handle non-functional requirements—desired …
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